
Матч зі стрільби з рушниці

UKRAINE SHOTGUN OPEN
IPSC рівень ІІІ / IPSC level ІІІ

СНСК «КУПОЛ» / SSK «KUPOL»8–9.06.2019

Match Info 
Match name: ..............................................................Ukraine Shotgun Open
Match level: ...............................................................III
Main match: ...............................................................09 Jun 2019
Pre-match: .................................................................08 Jun 2019
Location: ....................................................................Shooting range «Kupol»,
 29, Brovarskoi Sotni Str., Brovary, Ukraine
Stages: .......................................................................12
Minimum Rounds: .....................................................147
Main match capacity: ...............................................80 competitors
Pre-match capacity: .................................................20 competitors
Total match capacity: ..............................................100 competitors
Match fee: ..................................................................2500 UAH / 90 USD
 Range Officers free of charge
Number of squads: ....................................................8 for the main match
Safety:........................................................................Eyes and ear protections are mandatory
 in the shooting range
Arbitration: ................................................................As per the current IPSC Shotgun rules
Arbitration fee: .........................................................2500 UAH / 90 USD
Divisions: ...................................................................Standard, Standard-Manual,
 Open, Modified
Categories: ................................................................Regular, Lady, Seniors
Awards Individual: ....................................................All recognized Divisions 1-3 places
 and Categories 1-3 places
 Divisions and Categories
 will be recognized according
 to the IPSC rules
Team Awards: ............................................................All recognized Divisions 1-3 places
Team fees: .................................................................400 UAH / 15 USD

Match officials contacts:
Match Director: .........................................................Vitalii Pedchenko, info@rem870.com
Range Master: ...........................................................Keith Marshall, outlaw@ipsc.org
Chief Range Officer: .................................................Igor Litvinenko, mr.zulu@gmail.com
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Stage №1

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 8 IPSC paper targets, 6 IPSC penalty paper targets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Number of scoring hits for paper 
target:

1

Ammunition Type: Slug
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the fin-
gers outside the trigger guard, both heels are touching the mark 
as demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №2

Type of Course: Medium
Targets: 8 IPSC poppers, 4 IPSC paper targets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 16
Number of scoring hits for paper 
target:

2

Ammunition Type: Slug
Maximum Points: 80
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the 
fingers outside the trigger guard, one foot is touching the left or 
right mark as demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №3

Type of Course: Medium
Targets: 9 metal plates, 5 penalty metal plates, 3 clay targets, 2 mini 

poppers 
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 14
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 70
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the fin-
gers outside the trigger guard, toes are touching the left or the 
right mark as demonstrated. Start anywhere in the demarcated 
area.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №4

Type of Course: Medium
Targets: 8 mini poppers, 2 А4 paper targets, 2 penalty А4 paper targets, 1 

clay target
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 11
Ammunition Type: Buckshot
Maximum Points: 65
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the fin-
gers outside the trigger guard as demonstrated. Start anywhere 
in the demarcated area.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area. Moving target T1 is activated 
by mini popper P1, moving target T2 is activated by mini popper 
P2.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №5

Type of Course: Long
Targets: 24 metal plates, 6 penalty metal plates, 4 clay targets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 28
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 140
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the fin-
gers outside the trigger guard as demonstrated. Start anywhere 
in the demarcated area.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №6

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 4 metal plates, 5 penalty metal plates, 4 clay targets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Unloaded (Option 3): fixed magazine must be empty, detachable 

magazines removed and chamber(s) must be empty. The action/
bolt may be open or closed.

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the fin-
gers outside the trigger guard, both heels are touching the mark 
as demonstrated. No ammo on the gun.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №7

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 7 metal plates, 1 mini popper, 2 no-shoot metal plates
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 2): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) empty and the action closed.
Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 

both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the 
fingers outside the trigger guard, one foot touching left or right 
mark as demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area. Stage has two Cooper Tunnels, 
a competitor who disturbs one or more pieces of the overhead 
material will receive 1
procedural penalty for each piece of overhead material which 
falls.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №8

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 4 metal plates, 3 mini poppers, 1 clay target
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) empty and the action closed.
Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held 

naturally in the strong hand only, barrel parallel to the ground, 
trigger guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange with fin-
gers outside the trigger guard and weak hand hanging naturally 
at the side as demonstrated. Start anywhere in the demarcated 
area.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №9

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 8 metal plates
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Ammunition type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the 
fingers outside the trigger guard, toes touching the mark as 
demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the bound-
aries of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №10

Type of Course: Medium
Targets: 4 metal plates, 2 mini poppers, 2clay targets, 2 bonus clay tar-

gets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8+2
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40+20
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the 
fingers outside the trigger guard, toes touching the mark as 
demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area. Moving targets T1 and T2 are 
activated by metal plate MP1. Bonus target T3 is activated by 
mini popper P1. Bonus target T4 is activated by mini popper P2.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №11

Type of Course: Short
Targets: 4 mini poppers, 4 clay targets
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 8
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 40
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Unloaded (Option 3): fixed magazine must be empty, detachable 

magazines removed and chamber(s) must be empty. The action/
bolt may be open or closed.

Start Position: Standing with the back to the rear backstop. Box is held in both 
hands. One foot is touching the mark as demonstrated.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area. Shotgun located in the gun 
rack. All ammo to be used has to be placed loosely in the box.
All ammo and magazines to be used has to be placed in the box

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Stage №12

Type of Course: Long
Targets: 18 metal plates, 1 clay target, 1 mini popper 
Number of Rounds to be Scored: 20
Ammunition Type: Birdshot
Maximum Points: 100
Time Starts: Audible
The Firearm Ready Condition: Loaded (Option 1): magazine filled and fitted (if applicable), 

chamber(s) loaded, hammer and/or sear cocked and safety 
catch applied (if the shotgun is designed to have one).

Start Position: Standing erect with the shotgun in the ready condition held in 
both hands, stock touching the competitor at hip level, trigger 
guard downwards, muzzle pointing downrange and with the 
fingers outside the trigger guard, foot touching left or right mark 
as demonstrated. Start anywhere in the demarcated area.

Procedure: After the start signal engage targets from within the boundaries 
of the demarcated shooting area.

Safety Angles: 90/90/90
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Match Statistics

# STAGE
TYPE ROUNDS POINTS IPSC 

PAPER
A4 IPSC 
PAPER

STEEL 
PLATE

IPSC 
POPPER

MINI 
POPPER

CERAMIK 
PLATE

%
STAGE

  147 745 12 2 81 8 21 19 100

1 Short 8 40 8           5

2 Medium 16 80 4     8     11

3 Medium 14 70     9   2 3 9

4 Medium 11 65   2     8 1 9

5 Long 28 140     24     4 19

6 Short 8 40     4     4 5

7 Short 8 40     7   1   5

8 Short 8 40     4   3 1 5

9 Short 8 40     8       5

10 Medium 8+2 60     4   2 2 8

11 Short 8 40         4 4 5

12 Long 20 100     18   1 1 13


